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Voice Training with Evelyne Gangl
MONDAY, DECEMBER 11, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m., in person.

For everybody who who wants to improve their vocal 
appearance in presentations or while explaining com-
plex connections (women and non-binary persons will 
be given priority). Learn to exploit the full potential of 
your voice. Please be aware the number of participants 
is limited to 6. If you would like to attend the event, ple-
ase register at prisma@uni-mainz.de until December 4.

Why diversity matters in Science Ca-
reers (Noah Fleischer, LUB Mannheim)
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY  31, 9:30 a.m. – 11:30 p.m.,   in  person

Within this workshop for early career researchers, you 
will develop skills to become an effective ally of minori-
ties and advocate for inclusivity and equity. Please regis-
ter at prisma@uni-mainz.de until January, 10. 

Leadership Skills: Why Diversity Matters  
(Noah Fleischer, LUB Mannheim)
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 31, 1:00 p.m. – 2:00 p.m., in person

This leadership workshop deals with facts and figures on 
the topic of diversity & leadership in the university land-
scape - Anchoring diversity measures in daily university 
processes - Strategic leadership and teaching behavior 
- Development of individually tailored measures for eve-
ryday life. Please register at prisma@uni-mainz.de until 
January, 10. 

Call for applications - IJCP Career Support 
for Postdocs 
This program is designed for young researchers in Physics, 
Computer Science and Mathematics to help navigate a suc-
cessful scientific career adapting to the individual needs as 
well as the time constraints of young scientists. The goal of 
the program is to provide role-models for ademic careers in 
science – this is of major importance for women and non-
binary people who are still under-represented in the more 
advanced career stages. Please submit your application to 
prisma@uni-mainz.de until January 10, 2024. 


